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DEATH OF AN OUTSTANDING MEMBER
It was with great sadness that we heard of the passing of one of our founder members
who died on August 31st.
John Gammon was at the inaugural meeting of the Society at the Sun Inn in March
1966. It was attended by twelve people and he was elected a committee member. During
the following years he was a very active supporter of all the club’s activities, many of
them behind the scenes. He was Chairman at one time, and for many years we enjoyed
his jocular displays with a wealth of first-class philatelic material. He was also
instrumental in bringing Robson Lowe and other philatelic personalities to talk and
display at our meetings.
His own particular interests lay in the early line-engraved and surface-printed stamps of
Britain and the Commonwealth, and in these he was supported by a dealer friend
‘Johnny’ Johnson who was also a member. He was always happy to share his wide
knowledge of printing methods and of postal history and cancellations, a special favourite
being ‘G.B. Used Abroad’. When called upon at members’ nights he would pretend to be
flustered and reluctant to display his treasures, and always sought permission from the
chair to indulge in what he called his “yakkety-yak”, enlarging on any points in his
writing up that he felt might be unclear, and drawing attention to items newly acquired.
At one meeting four extremely strong display boards were produced, and when he or one
or another ‘John’ were approached to receive thanks he instantly denied all knowledge
and suggested the other was responsible. We never found out who made or paid for the
frames, which we still have today, and we can only assume that John Gammon was the
benefactor.
His philatelic expertise was immense and contributed greatly to the prestige of the
Society. The gap he leaves can never be filled.

CHAIRMAN'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
Our last major event was the Society’s auction on 14 March, since when we have experienced the most
serious curbs on our activities that I have ever known. We approach Christmas with COVID-19 on the
increase but in the expectation that vaccines will become available in 2021, initially on a limited basis.
One thing that has kept me going in this difficult period has been my interest in postal history.
I have had more time to research items in my collection and to update various sets of research notes I keep.
Initially I updated notes on the 1918-1919 postal restrictions in the old German province of Posen as it
transitioned back to the province of Poznan in the recreated country of Poland. This has involved e-mail
discussions with a Polish professor who has published two books on the subject. Despite his work, there are still
unexplained markings on envelopes. Poland had ceased to exist as an independent country in the late 1700s
when it was carved up by the Austrians, Prussians and Russians.
Currently I am updating my notes on the postal history of the French recovery in 1918 of Alsace-Lorraine, which
had been annexed by Germany after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-1871, and the French occupation of the
German Rhineland from 1918 to 1930. The first serious book on Alsace-Lorraine was written about the 19181920 postal services and rates by a Frenchman in 1985 - then nothing till 2010 when a major book on French
First World War censorship appeared. This included the immediate aftermath of that war and the occupation of
the Rhineland. In the last few days I have acquired another book published in 2019 about post offices in Alsace
and Moselle (the French name for Lorraine) from 1919 to 1940. I am now in e-mail contact with some of the
Frenchmen involved.
One cover I have had for 20 or more years (see illustration) was posted from a French military address (possibly
Paris according to a manuscript note on the back) on 18 Dec. 1918 to Strasbourg (under French control since 21
Nov. 1918). According to a manuscript note it was then re-directed on 25 Dec. 1918 to Nuremberg in Germany
but stopped as the border between Alsace and Germany had been closed since 23 Nov. 1918, with no mail
permitted. The border was re-opened for business mail from 13 Feb. 1919 but not until 25 Mar. 1919 for family
mail. A manuscript note on the back suggests the cover reached Nuremberg on 1 Mar. 1919. The cover bears a
large cachet with one and a half lines of text cut out.
The remaining words were “Zurück
/............./........verboten” meaning 'Return /.... / .... forbidden'. It was clearly a German wartime cachet but what
were the missing words? The cachet was not listed in the
standard German book on First World War censorship.
So it was a pleasant surprise to see the cachet with no
words cut out illustrated in the earliest of the three French
books. The full text reads “Zurück / Ein- und Durchfuhr /
im Elsass verboten” meaning 'Return / Import and transit /
through Alsace forbidden'. This cachet in its original state
was used by the French on a cover postmarked 23 Dec.
1918 at Strasbourg and addressed to Saarbrücken (also
under French occupation). The French had adapted the
cachet by 25 Dec. 1918 and only one other use of the
adapted cachet is known on a cover posted on 17 Dec. at
Edenkoben in the French occupied Rhineland, which was
intended for Karlsruhe in unoccupied Germany but sent to
Strasbourg in error.

So I hope you have found something interesting to do with your collection and wish you a happy
Christmas and a prosperous New Year. I hope the Society can continue its limited meetings and that
full meetings can resume by the middle of 2021. Do please keep safe and look after yourselves.
Robin Pizer
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The Way Things Were
In the past we have had collections of notices gleaned from hotels and from church halls. Here for a change,
all genuine but equally non-philatelic, are some statements from motor accident insurance claim forms. As
will become apparent, they are of the ‘vintage’ era.
A wasp entered my saloon car and in defending myself from the insect I ran into a ditch.
My wife was driving, she got excited and ran into a public house.
I fell asleep at the wheel and woke up in Hospital.
My chauffeur was stung by a wasp and in his pain and anguish he had an accident.
I was proceeding slowly winding up the dash clock but was unable to pull up in time.
My wife and I were pushing the car home and it ran away till stopped by a danger post.
I bumped a Gypsy Van, the Gypsy was annoyed and kicked my rear light out.
The bridge was too low, the top of my van caught it leaving only the chassis.
A flight of pigeons broke my windscreen and covered me with blood. The gendarmes rushed me to Hospital
where I was found to be unhurt. In the meantime somebody borrowed my car.
I threw a penny to some boys and when looking round to see if it was picked up I drove into the ditch.
I was going round an S bend in a thick fog, a fly got into my eye and I ran into an iron seat which had no right
to be on the side of the road.
I was proceeding from Bedford to London, blowing my horn vigorously and holding out my hand, but he
struck me.
She suddenly saw me, lost her head, and we met.
He came along at a furious speed, hit a barrow, and a cycle, then my car and ended up in the Reform Club.
I backed into a stationary tramcar. If there was fault on anybody’s part, it was mine.
I heard a horn blown and was struck in the back. A lady was evidently trying to pass me.
My chauffeur is most careful and never has an accident, it is always somebody else’s fault and should be
stopped.
I hit the “Ford” which was an old one and simply collapsed in several pieces.
The other car collided with mine without giving any warning of his intention.
Coming home I drove into the wrong house and collided with a tree I haven’t got.

AUCTION

A Reminder from David Snowden that vendors’ lots for March must be submitted
to him not later than 4th January. Remember that this is likely to be a postal auction without
viewing, so accurate and clear descriptions are essential. That particularly applies to mixed lots, so
that buyers get a fair assessment of value, dominant countries and periods, and condition. A ‘pig in a
poke’ would shatter buyers’ satisfaction and undermine confidence in future auctions. See David’s
advice in the last (October) Philatelist.
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NEW’S LETTER
This is being written just as optimistic announcements are being made about vaccines, but on the
other hand only a few days after Lockdown II was imposed. We must hope that a sense of relief
about the vaccine doesn’t lead to a further country-wide loosening of discipline in the matter of
‘social distancing’ and that common-sense will prevail wherever the law is unclear. So the December
meeting, where you may receive these jottings, may be on or off, and the circulating ‘packet’ which
has actually re-started (thank you Steve) may or may not continue with due precautions about
handling – just the same as postal and grocery deliveries except that passers-on would presumably
offend in the eyes of the law by leaving their homes for the sake of non-essentials. Can we plead that
stamps are essential to our well-being?
Please accept apologies if some pages of this Philatelist bear creases and ink marks. A design
weakness in the printer’s pick-up mechanism has been pronounced incurable.

A £¾ million Gift
At the A.G.M. of the Royal Philatelic Society London (R.P.S.L.), held on 16 September, it was
announced that the ‘Tomorrow’s Royal’ fundraising appeal has received an extremely generous gift
of £750,000 to benefit its charitable objectives.
The gift came from the Trustees of the Spear Charitable Trust, who have a close connection with the
Society through its past honorary treasurer, Nigel Gooch. The donation falls within the Trust’s
objectives of providing benefit to educational projects, training, the arts, culture, heritage and
conservation.
In recognition of the donation, it has been agreed that the Society’s museum will be renamed as the
Spear Museum of Philatelic History. The gift will allow the Council of the R.P.S.L. to enhance the
Society’s public image and to encourage wider participation in the hobby.

A Tribute
TRIBUTE indeed to our long-serving member Gerry Codgbrook. Probably only he knows for
certain how long he has served the Society five times a year by taking charge of the pile of
Philatelists brought to him by David Allen after every meeting, and then sorting them either
for personal delivery or for addressing, stamping and posting. Seldom able to attend our
meetings and therefore never seen by many of us, he has cheerfully been doing this on our
behalf longer than most of us can remember, summer and winter. We know how much he regrets
having to hand over, but it coincides happily with the adoption of e-mail sending to the majority of
members. Meanwhile Tom Norgate and Peter Marshall are giving their own time to ensure that this
much-appreciated service continues in a different form. Well done Gerry and many, many thanks
from all of us.

A
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OCTOBER MEETING
Six members attended and two gave apologies for absence. Sadly we heard that
David Allen was back in hospital and we wish him well.
Tom Norgate started the displays with the subject of the Pilgrim Fathers’ voyage
in the Mayflower to America in 1620. He included the U.K. 1s.6d. stamp of 1970
commemorating the 350th anniversary. One example had a colour shift of the
red, noticeably affecting the English flag. Many special postmarks were shown
on cover, together with a Philympia ‘Cinderella’ miniature sheet featuring the
three U.S.A. stamps of 1920 commemorating the 300th anniversary of the
landing. He ended with two photographs of floats in the Lord Mayor’s Show of
1970 featuring the voyage.
Ernst
Oberthaler
showed some prestamp covers of the
Isle of Wight, starting
with an 1837 entire
from Newport to Brighton and including Yarmouth
to New York, Yarmouth to London, Ventnor to
Akron, U.S.A., Bembridge to France and Shanklin
to Johannesburg.
Stephen Miles followed with a selection of Ceylon
starting with the 1d of 1857 both imperforate and
perforated making the very valid point that the
stamps in the sheets were only about 1mm apart so
that it was very difficult to get four-margin copies
of the imperforate stamp and that when the stamps
were later perforated the holes could cut into the
design. He showed some of the 1885 to 1899
overprints on earlier values which were surplus to
requirements and which included the 2c. on 4c., 6c.
on 15c., 15c. on 16c. and 20c. on 24c., pointing out
that the overprint was also of a lower value than the
original value of the stamp. He then showed some
examples of the perforation varieties of the 2c.
pictorial of 1935 George V issue and the George VI
issue in the same design. Gibbons list two perforations for the 1935 issue and five for the George VI - in part
due to the bombing of the De La Rue printing works in World War II.
Steve Farago showed a book he had recently acquired in an auction ‘Echoes of Empire – Sierra Leone’. When
he lived in Kenya he advertised locally to buy commercial covers. One purchase was mail to a German Jewish
refugee in Kenya who was a vet. He showed a selection of these covers both to and from Kenya including
mail from Ethiopia and Madagascar, and express delivery mail to the U.N. Environment Agency in Kenya. A
fascinating inflation cover from Burundi bore stamps overlapped on top of each other so as to fit on the
envelope.
Steve Hickman then showed picture postcards from about 1909 to about 1953 of Cowplain, Lovedean,
Catherington, Clanfield and Horndean. The street scenes included the tea rooms at Horndean and Causeway
Farm, churches, post offices, and a windmill. One particular postcard showed the Horndean Light Railway
Car with its driver George Eames. Steve showed this display at the Catherington Show where a lady told him
that it was her father driving the tram. Steve recollected that Michael Eames is a member from Waterlooville
on the packet circuit, so rang him up and he said George was his uncle.
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Robin Pizer ended with a display of German inflation material 1920 to 1923. .These were pieces of paper used
to wrap up books going to foreign countries at the printed matter rate, and thus inckuded some higher weight
rates. Another interest was that all books to be exported required an export licence (‘Ausfuhrbewilligung’ in
German) to be stuck on the front of the package. These blue oblong labels were individually numbered from 1
to 999,999 and when these ran out a second series was started with the letter A before the number. By 1923 the
last letter known to be used was Q. So with 17 letters of the alphabet and one without a letter 18 million
export licences were issued. But few recipients kept the paper used to wrap the books, so it is not easy to find
this material, even in Germany.
One item (illustrated) was from the
German Teachers’ Union for Natural
History in Stuttgart. posted on
24.6.20 and addressed to Zürich in
Switzerland. The German Post office
charged 180pf., meaning that the
weight was 450g., but the blue export
label notes the weight as 1kg. If the
book weighed 1kg. the missing
postage would be 220pf. which
converts to 55c. But the Swiss have
raised dues of 90c paid by eighteen
5c. postage due stamps postmarked
28.6.20. This includes a Customs
charge of 20c., a postal fee of 10c. for
Customs clearance and a statistical
fee of 5c., leaving 55c. for the actual
postage due. It looks as though the
Swiss have forgotten to double the
missing postage.

My Favourite Stamp -

Alan Biddlecombe

The variety of colours and designs within this set was partly a response to the much-disliked ‘Lilac and Green’
issues of 1883-1884. The 1884 Stamp Committee was formed to make decisions about improved
replacements. After several meetings, and considering a number of essays by De La Rue (many of which
survive in the marketplace), they produced a report recommending the use of surface printing, two colours
in fugitive inks, coloured paper (on some other denominations in the set), and the dropping of the corner letters
that had distinguished the placement of stamps on the sheet.
I have a particular interest in this stamp as it was the base for many issues in the
Bechuanalands both ‘British’ and the ‘Protectorate’. (Bechuanaland SG 9, 40, 53,
54, 55, 59). with overprints marked ‘British Bechuanaland’ and ‘Protectorate’.
Face value overprints have had 1d. and 4d. added to the stamp. Also there are
Zululand SG 1, and one emergency issue with the words “Mafeking Besieged” (SG
6) for Baden Powell’s military post. All this has resulted in some issues having
four different overprints. With the print size, settings, and error variations, I have
accumulated well over two hundred of these overprints, all different, all from this
one stamp!

To all Members: There’s now a good opportunity to nominate your favourite stamp. Please add it to
the wide range of interesting responses we’ve already had. Ed.
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NOVEMBER MEETING
We were lucky to be able to hold the meeting as it would have been banned under the rules that came
into force on the 5th. All eight members present gave a talk and had something interesting to show.
Alan Biddlecombe started with some postcards showing buildings in and near Sheet, including the old
mill and St Mary’s Church. As Remembrance Day was approaching he showed some postcards
written from the German front lines to Munich and Hamburg, as well as several from British forces –
one of them bearing the Y.M.C.A. logo and another dated 11.01 a.m. on 11.11.1918. He ended by
showing 5 medals - two won by his grandfather in World War I and three by his mother in World War
II when she was in the W.R.N.S. (‘Wrens’)
Stuart Graham showed a 1997 German stamp (an older one is illustrated Ed.)
commemorating the centenary of the death of Heinrich von Stephan. He
was the founder of the U.P.U. in 1874 (originally called the General Postal
Union). having previously united the postal services of 17 German States
including those whose service had been provided by Princes of Thurn and
Taxis since about 1500. He followed with pages of Tristan da Cunha stamps
mint and/or used from 1954 to 1981, including a cover celebrating the resettlement of the island after a volcanic eruption caused its evacuation in
1961.
Nick Twining started with a selection of 1915 overprints
“GR / POST / MAFIA” on Indian stamps for use in Mafia
Island off the coast of what is now Tanzania. There
followed some G.B. covers including 1868 to Lisbon
and 1872 to Rio de Janeiro, then some Tanzania official
stamps and ending with three large covers that his
grandfather acquired. Two were O.H.M.S of the KGVI
period from London to Grenada, one being franked
£7 0s 3d and the other £3 19s 0d. Bearing many copies
of the 10/- stamp, they must have contained very heavy
sets of papers. The third, from Nigeria to London, bore
about 80 copies of the 1961 3d. stamps totalling about
£1.
Ron Wood devoted his 16-sheet display to the British
nurse Edith Cavell who worked in Belgium during
World War I. She was born in Norfolk and her father
was a vicar. She got involved with the Belgian
‘underground’, smuggling people into Holland. The
group was infiltrated and she was shot for treason at
7.0 a.m. on 12 October 1915 despite protests. A
poignant postcard shows her lying dead on the ground
after her execution by firing squad, with a German
officer holding a revolver. After the War she was
reburied in Norwich Cathedral. Her life has since been
commemorated in many ways, with a statue in London,
a hospital in Belgium and a mountain in Canada. A
colleague working with her, Marie Depage, escaped
but was on the Lusitania en route to the U.S. when it was sunk by a German submarine on 7 May
1915.
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Tom Norgate displayed many skeleton postmarks. These were used temporarily when the regular cancellers
got lost, stolen or damaged and were in course of being replaced. He showed examples from places around
Petersfield including Haslemere, Rogate (1905), Langrish (1908), Harting (1910), Greatham (1904), East
Liss, and Compton (the only example known). He included two usages at Petersfield in 1908 and 1919.
On the night of 21/22 January 1979 Hambledon Post Office was broken into and the postmarking device
was stolen. He showed a recorded delivery example of the temporary postmark. He ended with a 1988
strike from a mystery rubber device.

Stephen Miles showed a World War II cover that he had recently acquired. It was posted in Lima, Peru and
addressed to Zürich in Switzerland. Its journey was well documented. Unfortunately the Lima postmark is
unreadable but the franking of 2 Soles 45 centavos showed it went by air at least part of the way as the
postage rate by surface was 20c. for 20gr. and 15c. for each additional 20gr. It bore a sellotape sealing label
“Examined by / 8446” showing the letter was opened by a U.S. examiner. Examiner numbers between 5001
and 10,000 were assigned to New York. No U.S. censorship is known before the U.S. entry into the
Second World War, so this dated the cover from late 1941 to 1945. It then went via Bermuda and British
censorship with a ‘PC 90’ label of Examiner 779. From Bermuda the letter went to Lisbon in Portugal and
then to Paris where the Germans censored it, as confirmed by the code letter ‘x’ beneath the eagle on the
sealing label. Finally it went to Zürich and was delivered to a building along the quayside of Lake Geneva
to a company making silk garments.
Robin Pizer showed Cracow (Krakow) censorship marks from 1919 to 1921. Cracow is in southern Poland
and was under Austria (later Austria-Hungary) for most of the previous 150 years following the partitions of
the country by the Austrians, Prussians and Russians in the late 1700s. Poland had to fight six wars after
World War I to regain her independence - these were with the Germans, Lithuanians, Russians, Ukrainians
and on a lesser scale with the Czechs and the Germans again in Upper Silesia. The currency and postal rates
in southern Poland were initially based on the Austrian, with inland rates used to Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Germany and Hungary. Foreign rates came later in 1919. The censorship marks were mostly based on the
letter 'K' (= Krakow) in a circle with a number from 1 to 9. Later the numeral was cut out and replaced by 'r'
and the circle got bigger and bigger, eventually being about 50mm. in diameter. A postcard shown was
posted on 27 August 1920 from Krakow to Leipzig in Germany franked 1 Polish Mark at the full foreign
rate and bearing a 'Kr' cachet of about 38-40 mm diameter.
Steve Hickman showed about 120 picture postcards featuring local villages including Bordon, Lindford,
Grayshott, Whitehill, Liphook, Bramshott and Headley. One view was intriguingly entitled “Apple Pie
Camp Longmoor”.
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THE STAMPS AND POSTAL SERVICE OF ICELAND TO 1944
An article by Eric Glasgow culled from a 1986 Gibbons Stamp Monthly
Despite its isolation and its difficult terrain, Iceland had a very rudimentary postal system as early
as 1776. Its population then only numbered 400,000. The chief purpose was to convey only the
official mail to and from the Danish authorities in Copenhagen, by means of the thrice-yearly
sailings to the Danish capital. Evidently there was then virtually no requirement in Iceland for the
similar transmission of private mail. Even then the official mail from Iceland did not have a
complete or reliable service to the European mainland until 1785. In 1803 the postal
responsibilities – essential for the maintenance of political links between Iceland and Denmark –
were delegated from Copenhagen to the resident magistrate at Reyjavik, the Icelandic capital. Yet
until the middle of the nineteenth century the volume of mail to and from Iceland remained
surprisingly small: only about a dozen pre-stamp letters are known to exist to illustrate this first
page in the postal history of Iceland. Some of these have foreign handstamps.
The next stage was inevitably the introduction of the first postage stamps. Fortunately for
collectors, these arrived long before the parting of the ways, politically speaking, between Iceland
and Denmark; otherwise Iceland might have remained devoid of all postage stamps until 1918 or
even 1944. The process of providing Iceland - despite its subordinate status in relation to Denmark
- with its own stamps began in 1870 when the postal authorities in Copenhagen granted the
Icelandic request for postal autonomy for the two post offices in the dependency – at Reyjavik and
Seydisfiordur. Thereafter mail from both of these was regularly conveyed by sea along a route that
included Thorshavn (Faroes), Lerwick (Shetlands), Leith (Scotland) and Copenhagen (Denmark);
this now included a considerable amount of private correspondence and business mail in addition
to the official documents. Indeed, this growth in the quantity of commercial mail, to and from
Iceland, was the principal reason why the country was deemed, even by the Danes, to justify
having its own stamps. It was a symptom and symbol of advancement in Iceland pre-dating, by a
very long time, the country’s eventual sovereignty and independence. Iceland had to have its own
stamps long before it could achieve recognition as a separate state in the modern world – its
commercial links required the former, its strategic role during the Second World War essentially
required the latter.
On 26 February 1872 Iceland was given its own postal department, separate from that in
Copenhagen. The headquarters, of course, were at Reyjavik; Ole Finsen was appointed Iceland’s
Postmaster-Designate from 1 April 1873. He spent the previous month in Copenhagen learning his
business before returning to Iceland on 15 March to commence his duties. On 1 April 1873 the
first postage stamps were issued – comprising five values with a simple effective design
resembling that of the Danish stamps of 1870-5 but inscribed “ISLAND” instead of “DANMARK”.
Printing was done in the Thiele works of Copenhagen which also produced the Danish stamps.
There were also, of the same date, two ‘Official’ stamps: 4sk green and 8sk mauve. Iceland had
another and longer ‘Official set in 1876. The stamps were perforated, but imperforate errors
occurred.
The skilling stamps became obsolete with the decimalisation of the Icelandic currency (100 auror =
1 krona) on 1 January 1875: hence the new stamps of the set of 1876. Remainders of the earlier
stamps were extensively cancelled to order between 1882 and 1890: probably amounting to about
30 per cent of the total. It is not always easy to distinguish between copies genuinely used and
those which have been cancelled to order, although the respective philatelic value is, of course,
widely different. Otherwise, the Icelandic stamps of the period from 1873 to 1902 contain
remarkably few pitfalls for the philatelic student. There are not very many forgeries apart from
those produced by Gebrueder Spiro before 1880: these can usually quickly be recognized.
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The currency reform of 1875 necessitated the new auror stamps in the
same design which came out on 1 July 1876. The greatly enlarged
number of values must indicate the expension in the range and the variety
of the Icelandic mail at that time. One reason for this was the fact that
Iceland joined the Universal Postal Union in 1875 so requiring the
provision for a greater diversity of mail than was perhaps immediately
needed. Changes in the proportions of the mails and fluctuations in the
internal standing of the Icelandic currency, especially after 1882, brought
shortages of certain values: hence the surcharges of the period from 1897
to 1902. These surcharges are far more complicated than the catalogue
listings suggest and are no quarry for the unwary. Nevertheless, for the dedicated philatelist, they
still provide useful and rewarding subjects for study.
Specialised studies and collections of the early stamps of Iceland have been made, most of them to
very good effect. These include studies of the colour variations in the set of 1876, the surcharge
differences of 1897-1902, and the numeral cancellations on the stamps of Christian IX from 1903.
Other collectors have in recent years devoted particular attention to the stamps relating to the
development of the air mail services between Iceland and the rest of the world. The postal system,
between 1873 and 1902, was somewhat rudimentary; for example there was no parcel post of any
sort until 1882. During the late nineteenth century, the Althing (Icelandic Parliament) devoted a lot
of attention to debates about the postal system which it wanted to extend and diversify, doubtless
realising its importance as an aid to constitutional as well as economic development. In 1897 the
Althing debated long and hard whether to issue a special commemorative stamp, or stamps, for the
Silver Jubilee of the 1872 postal law, which gave Iceland control over its own postal department.
But in the end the decision was against this, perhaps in deference to Danish susceptibilities about
Icelandic independence. Thus 1897 passed without any new stamps, Icelanders had to wait until
1925 for the first pictorials and until 1930 for the first commemoratives. The Icelandic P.O. has
since abundantly made up for initial restraint!
The 3 auror surcharges of 1897 (S.G. 36-41) were required because of an
acute shortage of that low value used for printed matter, then the major
business mail in Iceland. This surcharge would not have been required if
a ship, carrying additional supplies of the 3a. yellow stamp had not been
wrecked by a storm on its way from Copenhagen. The surcharges were
inexpertly done in Reyjavik, resulting in many errors. Iceland’s second
set of surcharges came with the “I GILDI” stamps of 1902-3. These have
sometimes been condemned as unnecessary. At any rate they have
provided diligent collectors with masses of varieties. Iceland’s isolation
in those years, especially in winter, must largely explain its frequent
recourse to surcharges to meet temporary stamp shortages, particularly in the period 1897-1903.
But it is possible to collect the early stamps of Iceland without becoming too overwhelmed by the
philatelic by-ways, forgeries and bogus stamps.
Iceland’s stamps depicted the Danish King for the first time in 1902, with
the set for Christian IX who was held in high esteem in Iceland following
the granting of an improved constitution to his Icelandic subjects in 1874.
Printing varieties, some of them of note, occur in the greater part of this
long set. But from the beginning of the twentieth-century the Icelandic
P.O. ensured a greater regularity and order in its provision of stamps,
resulting in less confusion for ordinary stamp collectors.
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Christian IX died in 1906; the new set of stamps with a portrait of
Frederick VIII issued in 1907 maintained the link with the Danish
Crown. This set bears the rather curious so-called ‘double portrait’
design: the new King being shown alongside his predecessor. This was
probably because of a lingering respect in Iceland for King Christian.
Frederick died on 14 May 1912 and was succeeded by Christian X.
Production of a new Icelandic set for the new reign was held up by a
disastrous fire at the Thiele printing works in Copenhagen and because of
the First World War stamps showing Christian X were not issued until
1920.
In 1911, Iceland issued its first set marking an event in its own history
(S.G. 96-101). This showed, in an embossed design, the national hero
John Sigurdsson (1811-79), probably the greatest statesman the island has
ever produced. It was he who in the nineteenth-century effectively
promoted the Icelandic case for national self-government and was the
chief architect of the new constitution of 1874 which almost coincided
with the issue of the first Icelandic stamps in 1873. This was no accident:
Iceland obtained its first stamps as part of the same process which gave it
political and social advancement. Iceland celebrates its ‘National Day’ on
17 June, Sigurdsson’s birthday.
The stamps of Iceland were thus, even in 1911, advocating the country’s independence; the postal
ties with Denmark were becoming less urgent and overwhelming. But it needed the impacts of two
World Wars – which showed the strategic position of Iceland in the North Atlantic – to bring into
being, in two separate stages, Iceland’s national sovereignty and identity. Not surprisingly,
perhaps, both of these may be clearly illustrated from the stamps. In an Act of Union passed in
1918 Iceland secured its internal self-government from Denmark. The stamps of 1920 – the first of
the independent Kingdom – rectified the omission of 1912 by
producing, albeit belatedly, a portrait set for King Christian X (S.G.
116-31). Iceland’s first pictorial set issued in 1925 (S.G. 151-5) was
the beginning of the profuse commemoration of the country’s
geographical and historical features – the outstanding theme for most
subsequent stamp issues.
The second and final stage in
the march to political
independence came as a
direct result of the Second
World War when Iceland
proved its usefulness as an Allied base in the North
Atlantic. Appropriately, the first issue of stamps after
the War illustrated communications (S.G. 271-9).
Iceland became an independent republic on 17 June
1944, an event commemorated by six stamps featuring
Sigurdsson (S.G. 265-70). Thereafter its stamps have
become increasingly unfettered by the previous Danish
traditions and conventions although Iceland retains
strong commercial and cultural affinities with Denmark.
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